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TWO-I ODY ERROR ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Daniel P. Muhonen
ABSTRACT
The Two-Body Error Analysis Program is a rapid computer
program designed to evaluate the resulting state vector and
covariance matrix for an orbiter after one coast and one burn
maneuver. After the burn, histograms are computed for thc
orbital elements and other state dependent variables, includ-
ing delta-velocity corrections necessary to attain a prescribed
orbit.
The program is coded in FORTE AN IV for the IBM 360/95
computer. This do;:ument contains both a user's guide anal a





Initial conditions for this program include a state vector and
covariance matrix for an orbiter, together N^ ith constant thrust
vector and thrusting errors. The prograni will compute the
resulting state vector and covariance matrix afte , one coast
and one burn maneuver. In addition histograms are computed
after the burn for orbital elements and othe. , state-depender.t
variables, includin,; ne `a v elocity corrections necessary to
attain . t
 prescribed orbit. A tN%,o-body central force field is
Iassumed throughout. To increase the flexibility of the program,
an input option is included which will divide the burn time into
a number of sub-intervals. 'Phis will reduce numerical trunca-
tion errors for long burn maneuvers, and it enables the user
to program variable thrust vector and thrusting errors as step
functiors through the burn. The histograms are printed on the
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'I WO- BODY ERROR ANALYSIS P11( )GRAM
INTRODUCTION
The two-body error analysis program propagates a state vector and covariance
matrix for an orbiter through coast and burn maneuvers. Histogram~ of the
•'	 final orbital elements and other state-dependent variables are evaluated by a
Monte .-Carlo procedure. Provision is included for calculating a histogram of
the delta-velocity required to effect prescribed semi-major axis, eccentricity,
and inclination (optional).
RESTRICTIONS




Source Language	 - FORTRAN IV
Subroutines Required	 - MTXPR, GAUSS, RANDU, EIGEN,
BURNST, PARTAL, POWE:RX,
MTRPLY, TWOBDY, CONVET,
XITRX, TAB1, CROSS, ORB, ICONIC,
HIS'T'O, DELVS
Functions Required	 - NSAMP, BARN1, DOT, ARKTNS,
FNORM
Storage Required	 - 400 K BY'T'ES TOTAL
Common Storage Required 	 - None
Input Range and Limitations	 - Monte-Carlo sample size < 10,000,
number of histogram intervals - 50
Output Range, Limitations, and -
Accuracy
Calculations in double precision; two-
body force field; linear error propa-
gation; normal distribution of the
Cartesian state vector; burn errors
uncorrelated.
Running Time	 - 0.25 minutes should be allowed per




All input is in card form described in 'fable 1. Initi^d state vector, covariance
matrix, coast time (can he zero), burn time (can be zero), weight, weight loss,
thrust vector, thrust errors, and histogram information can be input. A sample
input case is given in I igure 1, and the corresponding printer output is included
under Figure 2. All output is in units of kilometers, kilograms, seconds, and
degrees, unless stated otherwise. Histograms of the following state-dependant




4. Longitude of ascending node








The program is available on tape with the source and the object on separate
files.
I/O Logical Unit Assignments
FORTRAN
Logical Unit	 Device Type	 Use
5	 Reader	 Input
6	 Printer	 Output
Control Cards or Language










Card No. 1 ... Titie for output, alphanumeric, COIL111111s 1-80.
Card No. 2 ... Mmelist name, K•TIA - ATA, columns 2-6.
The remaining data is in namelist format, i.e., Parameter = .... . .... . .... .
columns 2-72. The following parameters can be input; If they i11-C not, c'itih-l'
default values or previous stacked-ease values are assumed.
Parameter	 Dimension Default Val-.,e 	 Description
DTCI	 t	 0.	 Coast ti ►lle interval (sec.)
D'FBI	 1	 0.	 'Total burn time interval (sec.)
NBURN 1 1 Number of computation incre-
ments in burn interval (see
method) .
W1	 1	 0.	 Initial weight (lb.)
WCI
	
1	 0.	 'Total weight increase during
burn (lb.) (generally negative)
PITCIiI	 1	 0.	 Initial nominal pitch (luring burr
((leg.)
YAWI	 1	 0.	 Initial nominal yaw during burn
(deg.)
THRUS1	 1	 0.	 Nominal thrust during ))urn (lb.)
ZDELT	 1	 0.	 Uncertainty for Monte-Carlo
sample size (used only if
1 -- NCONF _ G)
NCONF	 1	 0	 = 0 implies no histograms
generated
= 1 implies confidence level -.9
= 2 impiics c .,t ►fidence level =
.95







Dinic lision , Default Value
1 0	 = 4 implies confidence level =
.99
5 implies confidence level -
.995
= G implies confidence level =
.996
% G implies sample sire
NCONF




.attain semi-major axis - AS.
0.	 Delta-velocity histogram com-
puted to ..attain eccentricity =
ES.
Description
< 0 implies delta-velocity
histogram includes no incli-
nation changes,
0 implies delta-velocity
computed to attain inclina-
tion = AIS.
Thrust error TT (lb.),
Pitch error v s (deg.),
Yaw error Q ,
 
(deg.)
Flags to indicate which histo-
grams are desired.
Computations are provided for
nine state dependent param-
eters, and up to six of these
can be chosen for histograms.
The i T " value of IIIIST im-
plies that the i T" histogram








SIGBI	 3	 0., 0., 0.
IIIIS T













= G	 true anomaly
= 7	 periapsis radius




ZU 13 (1, i) - 0. ZUl3 (1, i) = beginning value of
iT11 histogranl
ZU13 (2, i) -50. i ZUB (2, i) :- number of intervals
in 1T11 histogram
'LUI3(3,i) = 0. ZUB (3, i) _ :inal value of iT"
histogram
i = 1 9	„ G [ ZU13 (1, i) - ZUB (3, i) - 01
implies that the limits for
the i T11 histogram are those














Upper half of initial covariance
matrix, input row-wise
[ e.g., PII (G) = P r , 61 PII (7)
P 22 1 .
Coordinates and units flag for
PII.
= 1 implies local tangent coor-
dinates, [ (r x I x r, r x r
_c ] , and units in ft. 2 and
ft. 2 /sec.2
XII	 G
PII	 21	 0., 0., ... , 0.





1	 =_ 2 implies local U1119cnt co-
ordinates and units in km.2
and kill. 2 /sec. = .
= 3 implies inertial coordinates
of Xll and units in ft.2 411111
ft.2/sec.2.
_ 4 implies inertial coordinates
of X11 and units in kni. 2 and
km.2 /sec.,.
XtiiU	 1	 396603.2	 Gravitional constant times mass
(µ of earth)	 of central body (kni.'/sce. 2 ).
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iMETHOD OF ANALYSIS
The foll(ming; par"incter• s used in the inAYsis are input variables. X111 othc-r
paran1eters are built-in constants, of- are calculated Iron y the iul ► ut (1:(t: ► :
!1t C 	('o:(st i fit er\,: ► I
^t 1)	Burn intcr•val
W, ► 	Initial \wiglrt
A 	 Weight change during burn
x	 Nominal pitch during•,; burn
Nominal ya\% (luring; burn
Nominal thrust during bu1•11
X	 N ominal initial state vector (X( ►► )
Po	Initial state covariance matrix
aT , Q I , o Y 	 Errors in thrust, bitch, Yaw
The initial state covariance matrix can be input in local tangent coordinates, but
all computation is made in an inertial central body Cartesian framework. This
coordinate system applies to the analysis presented. (See figure :3.)
Propagation of the State Vec tor and Covariance Matrix 'Through Coast
This is accomplished by integrating the equations of motion for •
 the t%%o -body
problem through the coast time interval. Let t o
 be the initial time. We define
t r, X r, P r to be the time, state vec;.or, and state covari ance matrix at the end
of coast (t r	 t o + CA " ) .
•	 The equations of motion are:
r	 -µri r3,
where r (t) represents the position vector at time t, and µ is the gravitational












i	 !(r x V) x r]'
Figure 3. Local Tangent Coordinate Frame for the Input Covariance Matrix.
(x, y, z) Represents the Inertial Coordinate Frame of the
rState Vector
v
(i, j, k) Represents the Local Tangent Frame.
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The integration is accomplished by making use of the subroutine T%k c ► 13111' I,rc-
pared by W. II. 0)(Ayear.* (;ood .-ear defines a ne%^ v:iriahlc • . by the differen-
tial equation:
cy	 i	 r .
\here ^p is zero %%hcn t is t,, Then r and r are exinuided in a 'Taylor series
about r (t„) in ter• nis of v. From these series expansions it is possible to ob-
tain the state vector at any given time. In this %^ ay \	 - (x t ,) is
_ xr
evaluated, and the state transition matrix (1)	 —^ is found by computing;
a, o^
the Irtrtial derivatives of the terms in the "Taylor series,
The covariance matrix P 1 is chcn evaluated by:
P l	 (1) Po (1)
Propagation of the State Vector and Covariance Matrix 'Through Burn, %% ithout
Addition of Burn Errors
Let t 19 1 2 , P z
 represent the time, state vector, and state covariance matrix
(without burn errors) after burn (t z = t I + t,,) .
The equations of' motion are:
a^
r = – µ r/r 3 +— .M
H
\%here m(t) is the mass of the vehicle and (t) represents the thrust vector,
evaluated by:
* Goodyear, \X. H., "A General Method for the Computation of Cartesian Coordinates and Partial
Derivatives of the rwo-Body Problem," NASA CR-522-
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T cos t;j cos T
- T cos t, sin
T sin tk
I





x r	 II II	
r x	 r
An approximate solution to the equations of motion is obtained by integrating:
_	 µ ri
r	 - -	 —
	
r 3 	 m
1
where a _	 ( t i ), anti r 1 = r (ti).
The solution for this equation through burn is:
µ A t b 	, A t b 	/
2	
m1 + !1m
r	 rh — r i	 — log I
r s	 0 m 	 m 11
µ n t f)2 	 n t 12 m i + Am	 (m:	 ^a^)
r2 = r  + r  A t b - r i 2 r3 + X1 n m 	 Am	 log	 mi	 1
1
where r 1 , m 1 are the positior vector and mass before burn, An, is the mass
change during burn, and r2 is the position vector after burn. This provides
/r2
the state vector X 2 =	 _ (X 2 i ) . The state transition matrix (P2 =
r2
X 2
is found by computing the partial derivatives from the above equations,
a x 1j )
and the covariance matrix P 2 is evaluated as before:
T
P2 _ ^2 P 1 ^2
For long burn maneuvers provision. is made to reduce the error resulting from
the approximate solution to the equations of motion. An input parameter is
available which breaks up the burn interval into n b sub-intervals; the state




(	 ,	 i , 0)
-j	
- (r x v ) . v) 1
W
X THRUST
Figure 4. Pitch and Yaw Angles.
The Pitch, r, is Measured Toward-j^ in
 the (i, j) Plane (Orbit
Plane) from i to the Projection, (\ i , X., 0) of the Thrust
Vector, a . Yaw, {,, is Measured Toward k from (^, ^ 0)
to ^.
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Inclusion of the I31.11'll Errors into the Covariance Matrix P2





B - I 0	 cr	 0
	
0	 0	 02y
']'his is transformed into a thrust covariance mat-.-ix first in a local tangent
Cartesian coordinate frame and then in the reference inertial coordinate system.
a x 21 )
Finally the state-thrust transition matrix a	 is used to evaluate the state
1j
covariance matrix due to burn, and this is added to P 2 to obtain the final state
covariance matrix, 0 21 after burn. Let
cos a cos	 -T sin , cos 4
	 -T cos o sill
U	 -sin a cos	 -T cos i cos w	 T sin sin,"I
Sill q	 0	 T cos
r I
	(rI Y r 1 ) x r	 rI	 rlT =	 ---
rI	









	 (X1 ► ) iS the thrust vector bCl *OFC burn.
The equ,100 11S of Q are:
x	




_	 2 _ ---^-----	 v, - -- --
^ 2 M	 ^.m	 ml	 J
t i ^'	 nr 1 + Z^.m	 III 1 + n 
	
+ b 	^-=-	 1 c^ v
^i r\m
	 Am	 m1
a C 2 .	 1i	 1) n tr	 m	 m1	 m	 n t h	 m1 + Am
a 1	 2	 L m	 III r + ^^ m	 l °^	
--- rrr 1—	
b i i ^^`. m log ^ rn 1
1	 L	 J	 \	 /
^^here b 
	
-- U, i ^ j and >	 = 1.
The final covariance matrix after burn is computed as follo\^s:
p 2 = P 2 } QTU13UT TT QT
If the burn interval is divided into n b sub-intervals by the input option, the
equations for the covariance propagation become:
I, b - t
k+1
tg	 L -1T q) . Qk Tk Uk + Q,, b T11 1) U 11 b
=nb
k=1
p 2	 p2 + /+ B OT
Computation of Histograms of State Dependent-V.Iriahles
Let	 represent the vector of state 	 for \\hic'h histo-
g1-:111» lu • c detill •ed. The distl • ilrution of	 (\.) is computed as foll(ms:
,I. TIlc' I'1'igC 11% - ,IIIICS (1'. , ) IIId associated matrix of I''igenvectors, It, is first




b. A set of n uM-111,IllY di5t ► • ibut(?d r,lnclulrl vectors, ^'\ f3^ : i = 1, ... , n I,
is generated \\ ith mean (0) and variance (I'' ^ ).
c. A reverse transform itlon is made on each random vectoI', and the
me.ul is shitted to the Imminal by addition of X2:
y i	 X2 + R .A 13 p i	 1,	 n.
d. Finally { 7 (y) : i - 1, ... , n ) is computed, and the distributions of the
state dependant-variables are presented as histograms of the elements
of the vectors { C i )}
t
Computat ion of the Delta-Velocity required to effect a given Semi-Major Axis,
Eccentricity and Inclination - _ --
	 -- — - — ----	 —	 ---	 --
To change semi-major axis and eccentricity, thrusting is assumed to be at
apoapsis and periapsis. To change inclination thrusting is assumed to be at one
of the nodes. If' no inclination is desired, ^ v is calculated for both apoapsis-
periapsis and periapsis-apoapsis burn sequences. if an inclination change is
desired, twelve possible burn sequences of apoapsis-periapsis-node are con-
sidered. The minimum of all possible b v calculations is accepted. The follow-




r  = a(l -e)
2	 1\	 ►
V - ^- 1r	 a
22
-1
r p r	 r
r	
--	 1	 --- - 1 I ^•oti
6	 iv - vC. i )
\\ hc •rc:
1	 ApOapsis 1-.ldius
r^	 I'cr apsis radius




µ = GrmltatlOIlal coIlstant tinles mass of c • c'1ltral body
r = lIndlus
I' ll	 10dius at Hock'
1v - Argument of periapsis
bv
,
 = Velocity to change inclination
b i - Desired inclination change
23
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Tlw foll(miiig i.-; ,1 I • 'ORTRAN 5ourcc listing (d the entire I,rogr,u1).
The listing; i5 arratigcol as follm\ s:
Page
1. Main 1)1 our,1111 . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 ')7
2. Subroutine	 11'I'XPR .............................................. 30
.3. I"unCtioln
	 NSAMP ................................................ 30
4. function	 13ARN1	 ................................................ :31
5. Subroutine	 GAUSS ............................................... :31
6. Subroutine	 RANDU .............................................. :31
7. Subroutine	 EIGE N ............................................... :31
8. Subroutine	 BURNS'I .............................................. :3.1
9. Subroutine	 PA ILTAI .............................................. 34
10. Subroutine	 POWEIIX	 ............................................ :35
11. Subroutine	 I\ITIIPLY ............................................. 36
12. Subroutine	 TWO 13I)Y ............................................. :36
13. Subroutine	 C0NVE'I.............................................. 39
14. Subroutine	 NITRX ............................................... 39
•	 15. Subroutine	 TAB1 ................................................ 3:3
16. function	 DO'I................................................... 40
17. function ARKTNS ............................................... 41






19. suhrout inc C HO ►SS .............................................	 -11
20. tiul,ruut inc' ()IM ................................................ 	 •11
21. Sul)ruutinc' 'IUONIC ............................................
	
42
22. Block data IDCAM .............................................
	
42
23. Subroutine IIISTO .............................................. 	 42





•In,	 P41 k.R A1f 11)rM1
1. 70011
C	 To-0- 64P	 --	 T 4 n	 1f1U1V	 FwRII ►I	 A , AI_V1Il	 PPIIr.a! 311641
C 4000
V- 10 1. KIT	 kFAL*MIA-H• II -V1 111NH 1
k F AL -A	 ^ AMF S hOno
01 M k PI S 1( ►• '	 SIr. R li 1,XI(h), P II s. .61,r.ll0,,hl.(',%I41•r a lhl•(41 1 I,r sO ( .4 1 11100
II II F N S 111+•	 XClhl• P IA•^I•P v l , ,0,1 , ,1 I h , A 1, 1 '1 1%	 1, P 0 ,1i13,i1•TS 1	(	 3+ M04 1111
DI I•-FI'SI1 ►• + gnnn
I)I o. f' • 'SInm	II( h• 0, 1•rli,s	 I610 ►""10,,0,1,71111+0/11,7) 1110640
n1 , F ► , SInO,	7111+1 z ,	 1.1-64 01 1)oil 1 10nO
DIMF 0 S11I t,	IV1*4 1./)`151 , ),X 1• 1h1•AI'+I 1ZOO()
01 1 -F 11 t1 1104	 7 F LT1 0, 1 1111641
DI A-'F I •, SIDu	"'Ar1F11h1 14000
nI N F • 'SIFIN	Vlh,hl 10,0n(I
1)1 H F	 'SI I IN	F, Ih,hl IhIlip
UI l^ FNS I(i ts	1141S7(h)0X111 0, 1,P11 1 /11 0 SIG 14 II '1 I0,nik1
DATA	 FLT/3 HFCC•1HS- At3HI NCO 1 M(u c r. A 0 4HAk(.6J ,5HTI1 FTA,3HPFQ,4HA PU G, 17000
2 4H0- Lv/ 1 641'01
1 )A7A
	
N A wF S/ 3kff.C,3N y. A,'4./1N( 9 , wnF, trA,4 64 AQC.V,5HT 1 1 [ TA/ 1gU0D
114 A M Irl.1 4,T	 / T N D A T A /DTCI• 11 7 N I• I- 1 •	 I rl•PIT( .. 1.YA	 1 9 T M RIIS1	 ,7 1 )FLT,wr FIN F 9 700nn
2
	
AS,tS,A159 100 O R N 9 NI(. 1 1.11 1H , r ll9I ► 'ItiT9PlI.l	 I1 ,I PC(Wlw 210AD
CALL
	
FRk c,FT	 1210,25 1, .-1.1.11 71100
nTCI
	









a	 .rill 25 Ono
P I TOL
	
1	 =	 0.00 26000




ZHFLT	 =	 n. MOO
NOW F	 0 30000
AS =	 O.nn .41 ono
F S =	 0.00 31100
IPr(OOk	 -	 1 ;1200
A15	 -	 -1.00 32000
NIfIIRW
	 -	 1 31000)
SIGnII II	 =	 O.Dn 34000
SIGMI(7)	 =	 0.00 1511641
SIGnl13)
	 =	 0.110 36000




1	 1	 =	 ll. 10.011(1
10 H (%, I 1	 =511. A401111
111111	 4, 1
	 1	 =	 0. 40000
X I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 =	 1 '. 1 111 410011
1 +' b i	 l	 l)	 =	 I 4 2(Inn
)495
	
(,III	 T 101 OF 1.10011
1111	 1.44	 1	 =	 I •
	
% 1 4400(1
P I	 1	 1	 I	 1	 11.110 45 nnn
H44	 C11 , TI N IIF 1.144100
FAC T114	 -	 .00444	 /, 1711v /. ( 1 1,9 ul, hA r nt 47000
X- . 11	 -	 iVk6L 3. %111, 4AJ)00
Ili	 k^All	 (5, 11 1 (1, F"Ja gyyyI	 ITI TL F (I I. I= 1.1 11 ) 44000
4FAO	 (5 9 T	 1 1ATA) h(q11'n
Mr. - nTr l 51 On(
DT,4	-	 I1T 1 ' 1 S 7Unn
w	 =	 41 SiOnn
1,C	 =	 wCl 54000
PIT1,H	 =	 0 1TCH1 S6;00(1
YAW	 =	 YA- 0 1 56000
THRUST	 =	 IHRUSI 57UnU
SIr.1 1 11 l	 =	 SIGrI111 54000
SIGN(2)
	 =	 A61+1121 591100
SI Go, ("il	 =	 SI6 1A131 60000
DfI	 k47
	 I	 =	 l •0, hl Ono
X I 1 I
	
I	 =	 X1 1	 1	 1	 1 1`+2000
DII	 h`Jh	 J	 =	 11 A hlOno
L=	 1 4	 I A-I I /2+J-6 64U(10
PIII.A1	 =	 P II111 6g; (Inn
P I	 (1 •
	
I	 )	 =	 P (I	 I,	 ,)1 66000
9 941 (,11 TIf"IIi A71100
M97	 CD n TI M lIF hRO O
NP	 =	 1`1(,11+4- 72(Inn
IF	 I NP .L-.0)	 (41	 TL)	 15 73000
11-	 (	 1P.LF.h)	 r	 P	 =	 ,	 S/,,.,uIO`L11nF	 7n`LT1 74000
IF	 (141".6T.I000C)	 NP	 =	 1000L 75001)
I 1^	 Cn', , T1 :, ,iiF 7h(1W
w^17F(6 9 hUO)
	 ITITLI-(11.1 = I. 10) 770(10
° a IT 0-	 (0 , ,610)
	







WMIIF	 10.6051	 AS,RS•AISo	 V11R ►1,XM11 79000
MAITo-	 IArh I'S 1	 11IUhI1,J1•.1 • Ir 0 1.1 . 1.	 11 110000
WRITE
	
Ih,62U1	 4S IUD( ll,l • 1. 1 1 R1(1n0
WRITF
	
(0•6301	 1X1111.1 . 1.61 A70nn
WRITE
	




nTl+	 •	 OTA/ENN(I MN 011200
WL	 n 	 4(/FNk11KN 11121(1
AIS	 -	 AIS/'+l.2 Q 57745IU0 N4k)OO
CALL	 (IRHIxI•xf141•xh11,(7) Rwp11no
I)(I
	 IR	 1	 •	 I,h R7000
X(	 111	 -	 Y I	 111 04A000
x,+l
	 11	 •	 x 1	 1	 I	 1 10000
no	 17	 J •	 1.6 40000
1 ► 	 ( IPCnnw * LF..2)	 10 1 1 1 •.11	 P1 1 i r.11 b .000A04R •• ? 91nn(1
PI I.JI	 •	 10111, J1 92000
v1 I .JI	 •	 0.00 QAOMI
H (I•J)	 -	 0900 Q3100
17 CIINT I M, IF 440011
H11.1)	 n 	 1.00 44100
lA CON I I II I OF Q4Ono
IF	 IIPCO( IK.FU.I.(Ik.IPLOOR.FV.II	 CALL	 C.ONVETIVI•XI•X1141r2• P II QhUOO
WRITF	 10,650) Q7000
LALL	 M7XPKIXI.V1rLrFv) 4k000





IF	 f0T(,.F0.0.001	 GO	 TO %%1 11 1)00




CALL	 M TX Pk (XL• P •F•EVI 1960(1(1
CALL	 0RHIXC•XC141•XMII,C?) 107000
WRITF	 1h,7001 I0k000
55l IF	 (071A .F0.11.00)	 611	 To	 55 1 II`90(NI
1111	 MMh	 J- 1,6 110000
C7IiI a xCl,` Ill0n0
HNh CON 11NUF 1.12000
SIr.HI1)	 n 	 ISIGH(11 w .MA 44h??I7nn l ww 2 111U0n
51GH(2)	 -	 ISIGH12) a .0174532Q3DO1* 0 2 1140nO
SIGH13)	 =	 11'.1614 131+.0174532Q 3nn1++'2 11'+Unn
On	 in
	 I	 -	 1.3 11 60n







1.1	 )	 •	 SI(.H( I	 1 1201100
3U CI IN , TIH,IF 121000
011	 ffRR	 1-l.Nh(1kN 12?0n0
ALL	 H I I WII STIC2 9 C?14) 9 01 0H	 I.I O 1 •I r0.110,4C,PlTC.H 9 7V 9 11TH,T I 4PIIST.YA'' ♦ 121000





xMnOT	 n WC/DTH w FACTUR 17h000
CALL	 P I I.I F kX(C2•C2(41•TV 9 XMASt,XMnOT,n. no, xM11,0TI+,1	 rr 1 1270011
CALL	 M 7 uX 11001, 14 ,60,000 I;'8000
CALL	 m TWYII I ,V#'19h,390) 1?AII)n
LALL	 PAW TAL	 (VAk,CZ•CL141,TSh,PITLH,YA W ,THKIISTI I?0000
CALL	 N• TkPLY	 (T50,PAk,091.3, 1 . 0 ,1r6) 110000
CALL	 NITRPLV	 (W.U•TSU,br?,3,0, r .01 111(1(1O
MI	 070	 J	
-	 1, 0 1 37(1(10
0(I	 077	 I_	 =	 1r 1 I'AiIon
VIJ,L1	 =	 VIJ,t I+T 50(.1,1	 1 11%2no
h 17 CIINT INIIF 112300
676 (.0N	 T I
	
111 IF 1 1240n
L------------- ------ I11000
L 1 '44000
C. INISFkT	 HURN	 COkRECTI nNS	 HFRF	 I- I I FN	 THFY':c	 WFAnY	 .. 170000
IF	 (YAWI.E'I.6.()1))
	
U(1	 TO	 578 110r)MI
V10V2=C1(4) wXhf4 )+C2(5)*Xv(FI+(2161'+X 14 (61 117110(1
A1tSV1=DS n kT1C2(41 ww 2+C?( F )**?+C2(6)*	 21 1 1900
AHSV2=nSnkTlxh(41 ww 2+XhI G 1) 41w 7+X4(61 4.'21 11QOn0
HFTA=n AR C,0
 S1 Vlnv7/1 uHSV 1 4: AHSV21 1 140('01.
YAW= Y AW+HFT A/.1 1 17453?9 in , ) 141 }nn
578 L1In	 T IngI1' 114%IMP
C 14 ?Ilnl'
C------------------- 1 d 4(1(10
Dn 887	 J= 1.6 1 ;'ISImn







M• H •MC 14011)(110
HNN CIINTINOIF ; 1%1()nn
CALL IS110(1
CALL	 14 TRXIv99 • 9v. 'At 19 -11 1s 1100
MkITF	 Ih 9 6701 152000
CALL
	
I4TXPkIXH 9 P.r 9 9V) 14,4000
WRITE	 (04 9 61411) 1540110
CALL
	
M7XPk1Xh91r.O-9-v) 1SS0n0()11	 SO	 1	 n 	 1 9 h 1 So, 0nn
Ml 40 j  1. 6 11-7000
P(IrJI	 •	 P119JI+V119.1) 15"000
4U C01NTINoIF ISvOnn
SU C() N TI )MIF 1040000
WkITF	 104 9 690) IAI00"
CALL
	
MTXPkIxM 9 P 9 F 9 1 ,-V) 1620()(1
CALL
	
UR(+ IXH9XH141 9 X	 11 9 (21 Ih3"n0
VkITF	 10,9700)
	
1 NAh t!)II191 . 1•^1.1(eI11.1 n 196) 1044000
S52 CUNT INIII• IhS000
Al
	 •	 C2131/S7.J9577Yh100 104600(1
APF	 s	 C2(S)/57./957745I0v 10470110
C/InI	 n 	 (. 'e1J)*II.Uu•l:[III 1014 ()Of
C7I7)
	
n 	 (.2121 0 11.00-(./II)I Ih9un0




UFLvSIfXIJ1.LJIR1 9 f7171 .AS 9 FS.AI.A1', 9 A P F 9 X M 1) 9 171000
L	 f,2 (v ) 1 172000
MkITF	 Ih 9 7401	 I F 1.I(I1919794)91(.?(11.1.7 9 Q) 173000
IF	 I^'P.LF.0)	 (:()	 TI)	 1" 174000
0(1	 200	 J.	 I. ('' P 1 1 5000
UU	 150	 1	 =	 1.h 176000
So	 n	 0.1)n 176101)
IF	 IF111•bT.U.nnl	 SU n US 11W T(I	 11)1 177000
A111	 n 	 H ARNII-I.-1 .177H79S1)1 I Iw000
l5U CANT I NIIF 1 7Y000
CALL
	
,' TkP L v1rv . A . X l..h. 04 .1.h. 0, . h ) 1k0000
UU	 160	 1	 =	 I. 0, 181000
XCII)
	 •	 Y	 111+X811 Ik2000
160 C U K, TIN(1F 183000
CALL	 (IM k IXC, 9 XCI41•r.;	 .P•1 1 14 4000
Al
	 n 	 n	 111/57.?957/951()0 Ik5000
APF
	 r.l	 l/57.79ti77 y 51nn 1Rhn(T(1
o.( H	 n 	 Al2)*11.00 +11( 1)1 1147000
x(71	 n 	 Al21*1 1.00-r,( 11 I IFtAo00
Al o l	 •	 O.UO 1R9u00
1FIAS.GT.0.00)C.ALL
	
O F L 1f '11	 19A1N19A1
	
1 19 A `. 1 ti9F19A1`.7:PF9X 1 - 11 ,A19)1 1900""
0 1 )	 180	 1	 -	 196 191000
L	 =	 I H T S T I I ) 10700171
IF	 IL.LF.O.Uk.L.GT.51	 Gn	 TO	 180 193000
2hIJ.I)	 •	 At I 1144000
D I J.71	 n 	 1. 195000
180 C,I N T I NO IF 19h000
2(.)U LONTINO11- 197000
11(1	 25n	 I	 =	 1 . r, 1vAnM)
L	 =	 IHIST(I) 19900"
IF	 I1-	 LF.O.IIk.I .GT.91	 Gn	 Trl	 ?S0 20n0n0
ZFLT111	 •	 C21 L1 ?mono




TA 1 01/ k 1	 I.I).Z	 I1.r191.711 0 1 19 1 1.7FaFn97PCT.ZSTrTS,n 1 P.11 2040110
IF	 IZ114(1.1	 ).(.T.ZUh(	 1,1	 )1	 rr.	 T n	2t' , 205(100
7UHII.II
	 =	 ZSTATS(4) 2060011
10 1)(3.1)	 =	 ZSTATS(`) 207000
220 ZUX	 =	 I7, II HI3.I1-7UrII.I11/17 1 1H(2,1)-2.1 7UP0""
1X(11	 n 	 ZUh(191) 209000(1n	 730	 J	 -	 29 F -7X 210000
)X(J)
	 •	 ZXIJ-1)+ZUX ?1100()
230 f,(WT Inn 1F 71!000
CALL
	
HISTUITITLE.tLI(L).ZPCT.ZX97^.TATSI21 9 1STATS(3)rNZP 9 ZELT111. 211000
1	 NPI -.4000
Z5u CIONTINUF 15000
Gh	 T(1	 10 71 04001)
9999 CO O T 1 NO IF 71 7000
STnP 21 A()n0
5 U F(IR P-,AT	 I IUA-1 219000
hOU F(JRMdT	 (1H1.4x 9 1uAH) 721"1000
605 F() W 	 (/2 3X9
 ?HAS 923X97 11 FS 9 ? 2X 9 "t H.,I
 
5. 20X 9 13H 1,, hllRM,22Y. 9 3r4XMU/ 221000
2	 3112 S.1h.125 9 ny5.ih) ?72Unn
61C 1`01414T	 ( / 22x93Hn TL9L2X93 14 UT H 924X91H'-'.?1X 9 2 1-4 1< 9 2OX 9 5HPITCH/ 223000
i	 5()25.l0,//?2X93 H YAt,.19X 9 6HTHW11CT92nx 9 1-7 11 FLT.?(`X.,H.4Cor-F. 224000
aor,a
d ^1 rt Q
,.. 4 [, r
t„9 n r.:
29
I2 -x.-I I H 1ST/2 n 7'+.161E7 5 . m 117S1111x1 A l21 2?SUOO
hl5 FIIRMAI	 1 /SX 1 27►r CA1+PL c	I •' Ti- RvAL	 IA A T'a Ix /1	 6F?('0r4 11 77A000
h2U 1-1u+1. AT	 1 /Sx 1 4HSI(.11/3 0 2 % .161 227000
h!U FI,L	 Ai	 I I li Xi2OH1 ,1 1 T 1 aL	 ST(.TF	 11 N!'.TUR /6 0 71 .111 771)Unn
64U F f1 QMAT	 1/5X 1 2SM1 0,ATIAL	 COVARIAMCF	 MATRIX.Sx•h►-IVf,(N1R	 a 1 1i11hu21.111 72900(1	 Oft+•
? 11 729100	 *CIA*
650 FOR1'AT	 1 //7SX 1 12'+ 1•FF 11 K F	COACT//) ;p A()
655 F(ORFnT	 1/SX•171'T w i . -SIT1 01 '	 'tTK1 W /IAW1.11)1 2111)n(I
660 FIIR M AT	 111/SX I IIHAFT-9	 fnu!,T//1 712onO
67U FIIRI•,AT	 1//15X11('H AFTFK	 141 110111 /11 711100(1
irMU FO R MAT	 ( //2SX9 11 H rSI1K 11 	FRR lost C //1 72411(!0
640 FORMAT	 1//?)X177)-4 APTr-o(	 1- 1 1k ,,	 1.11TM	 tIIR11	 FKR(IRS//1 -4 ON
7UU F(IRMAT	 1 1'J x 1 24NIIR n I I A I.	 FL 	 1 F M TS	 ,, t P I'IA VA 111 x. A R 116n21. 11) 2.44i)MI
710 FORM AT	 1 / /5X1A H 1 y X1h 1.rF A t"	 = 1 F2n,R 1 5X 1 h ►ISnFV	 a1F21 1 .111SX14H ,,V 	 • 1 1A/1 7117110(!
I SX 1 114HI t, TFRVALI	 AP.)	 PF I+CFNTAGF	 FKF 111IF N C1/ //'+X 1 1	 0- 1 1`Il1S 	 IMF.	 11 211't1OO
2 1P2F 12 0 4 ► 71900n
7 .20 FIIRMAT	 I S x91P3F12.41 240000
73U FIIRMAT	 ISX91VF12.41 1	PLLI'^	 II,I	 ',	 1PF17.4) 741U00
74U FUR MAT	 113113x1A 8 )13 0219131 742un(`'
F 1,,n 2, .
c 244000




-' I4aLIC17 REALW8I 4 --4.0-Z1	 -- 247000 -
UIMEVSION	 x/51 .P 16. 01._16).tV16.61.Px(6.S ► 244000
OIMLNSION	 8 0!6.6) 249000
LA^L	 C:INVE T	 lP•A. x141 .0 •PXI 250000
03 SO 1 n 1.6	 -'--	 - - 251000
03	 40	 J	 n 	 I.h 25f000
EVti.JI	 • PtI.J) 2!3000	 -
d(I.J)	 nFx(I.J)/.000304e$*2 254000





Wi 1 T	 (6.600)
	 (x(1).1 at .6) 256000
471TE	 1 6.61^1	 ( ( PX(I .J) . J WI .51 •I*I111!7-- 25900	 --
WRITE
	
It.64C)	 ((1f(I.J). J u l o6) sl a t .61 260000
WRITE	 (6.620)
	 ((P	 (I .J) •J u l @61 .I=1.61	 - 261000
n i I TE	 0.6301	 (E ( I ) .l -1 •61 262000
RETURN	 - _	 -	 - ----- 263000
600 F34MAT	 l/5x.12HSTATE	 VECTOR/(6021.1311 264000
BIC F7714AT I /'S11 . 33MCOVART ANC If 04ATRT7( TLIICAL TARGEWTTTET)2T-9T3c T--- 765000-
620 F34MAT	 ( /5X.28MCUVA1ilANC E 	 MATRIX	 (INERTIALII(6D21.131) 266000
- 630 FORMAT	 (5X.IIHEIGENVALUES/(6D?1913))	 - 267000
640 -34MAT	 (/SX.37HcOVARIANCd 	 MATRIx	 iLt1C	 TAN	 FT)1(6V21.1J)) 264000
- -- EvD	 -	 ---- -	 --- -	 - -	 - - --	 -- 769000
C 290000
FU4CTION NSAMP(M.OELTA) 
	 -'-	 -"---- - 271000
C !72000
- -- C--- "^ SFTS CONFIDENCE LEVEL-	 ^ 	 "- 273000	 - -
c 1F	 M= l . LE VEL
	 IF	 * 9 274000
C IF 00 a 2• LEVEL 13 .95	 -- - -	 --- - '- - --.-'- 275000
c IF	 M a i•	 LEVEL	 IS .98 276000
C IF 0=4. LEVEL tS 099	 -- 	 -	 -	 -	 -'	 --	 - 277000
C IF M a i.	 LEVEL	 15.995 274000
-	 C IF M W 6. LEVEL T 1. 999	 -	 -'-_ --	 '--- 279000





_---	 ------	 --- 241000
2 A:1.282 242000





-- >s A :1.6"	 -- --	 -	 ---- - 793000'-_._^
G7	 TU	 13 246000
S IF(11-3)
	
794597	 _	 ___	 _.--	 ^._^_	 _.	 _ -._ 267000	 - -
6 A=2.034 244000
- - GO T7 13
	





- 8 A-2 * 32-6	 -	 -	 -	 - z91vw
GO	 TO	 13 292000
- 9 IF(14-51	 11. 10.1 l	 -' `-	 ---- 297000
10 A a 2.5 - :, 294000
- GO T'7 1	 ----	 ----	 -- 235000	 -
11 A a 3.01 294000










	 fUNCTION	 UARNI 0 9(I.IKEY.It^N.SU) 301000
l JGdOfO






C	 iJ -------	 T ^/t.	 Ut SIRE.!
	 .TANJAt.J
	 JL V 1 AT I CN 3C•A00
C	 AMt AN---	 Tt/1	 0f SIRtJ
	
WAN 3060rc
r	 H - - - - - - - - - 	 THL
	
P 0 0 0LATI JN	 iI it Jr.?Ono
vATA
	 AML AN/f..»/ JOt000
UATA	 IHFFE/127-7/ 309000
Loa TA	 H/_t.Jf/ JIOOc0
I F	( IKt	 Y)5.4.4 31100A
4	 IHtdt = If t.N :11000




6	 LALL	 l.A	 S( IHLRt . bU •AVLAN.VAL. ,/! 314000
If 4N=IHtFu J15000
c.)	 TO	 H 116000
7	 CA-L
	
-4ANUUI IHLRt..It RN.VALI !170011
IHLNL = IfPN JIb000





SU3RDUT INF	 GA U5 5( /I l / •'i.A W. V •H 313000
C 314000




	 Sn	 1-1.K 31d00(1
CALL	 RANUUI 1 X. I Y. YI 32901.0
1X=IY J30000
5 4"	 A=AfY 331000
H2+H12. 3'3000




















	 tIGtN( AA.VALU . NR.:4) 3.,0000
C 3y100A
I" J LICIT REAL*8
	
(A-H.O-1) 352000
RLAL*d	 INU 353000 
C	 EIGLNVALULS AND EIGENVECTORS Of




	 A(d•tll•dltl•dl•VALUl81.Ul Ati(tl1 .SU t'LRii171 .U(7)•VALLI aI 57000
1t S( 7)•C(71.0(8) .I NJ (91.U181 •L)UMAY(94) ,AA(b4) 356000
EJUIVALLNCL	 (OI A ^i(!)•JUMM Y(l))•(SUPLRU(1).UUMMY(S.)). 359000
I(VALL(1).D(1)•JU`4MY((611.1
	 (11.5111•UUMMY(24)).(a(1.11•UUMMY(31)). 360000










NJRM OF	 MATRIX 36d000
C 369000
V=VR 370000
344A	 = O.UO 3710(10
J	 =1 372000












s At J. II = AA II J) IORMA
3 A4 3 j'A,	 I,)
4 OJ 6 I=I.N
5 JJ 6 J•I.N
6 A4J-lM2•ANURM2.A(I.JI$$2
7 AVJR M: SUNT (ANJtrMtl
C
C	 GEVtRATt IUENTITY MATRIX
9 IF (M) lt. 45. 10
10 UJ 40 1.1.N
12 03 40 J•1.N
2C I F ( 1-J) 3'S. 25. 35
25 W I.JI•I.000








52 IF ( 144 1 890. 170. 55
y	 55 DO 160 I.1.NN
60 11.1+2
65 UJ 160 J•II.N
70 Tl=A(1.1*1)
75 T2•A(I.J)
8C G3 TO 900
LO DO lOf K•I.N
95 T2-CUS$AIK.I+11+SUN$A(K.JI
IOC AIK.JI•C US* A(K.J)-5UN$A(K.I+I)
105 A(K.1*1)=T2
lln DD 125 K•I.N
115 T2=lUS$A(I.I.K).SUN$A(J.K)
120 A( J.K ► •C US* A(J9K)-SUN$A(I#1.K)
?5 At I+I.K ► •T2
1 IF IMl 130, 160. 130
1.. DJ 150 K=1.N
135 T2-CUS$tl(K.I+I	 SUN$H(K.J)




C	 43VE JAC091 FORM ELEMENTS AND INITIALIZE EIGENVALUE 6OUNDS
C
170 DO 200 1=1.N
180 DIA4( l)-A(I .1 1
190 VAL U(I) -ANORM
200 VA-L( I) a-ANORM
210 DJ 230 I=2.N
220 Sl1 3 ERU( 1-1).•A(I-1.1)
4	 230 J(I-1)=(SUPERD(i-1).)4$2
C







277 DO 450 J-I.N
280 P =DIAG(J I-TAU
240 IF(T2) 3C1.'. 330. 300
300 IF(TIJ 310, 37C. 31 7)
310 T:^$T1-U(J-1)$T2
320 GJ TO 41C
330 IF( T1 ) 335. 350. 350
335 T1=-1.OD0
340 T--P



















































































31C G 	 Tn	 4 1 r 4t 3000
370 IF ( U( J- 1 ) )	 300,	 1SO.	 1Mr 4c.4000
3H-' If t T21	 40 M .	 JYC.	 34 11 4550o0
T9n T=- I.CJr 4t too 0
J95 G3	 TU	 4 1 C 45 loco
4 11 n T=1. 1110 4-t000
C 49000
C C.JW1T	 A	 f'FLMLNT5
	 IN	 SIGN 460000
C 461000
410 1 F ( T 1 1
	
425.	 420.	 420 4(,2000
42r if (T )	 44r,	 430.	 43n 46J000
4i 5 IF ( T )	 4 Ir.	 44 1!.	 44 11 464000
.630 14ATCH zA A ICf,.1 465(,00
• 440 T2=T1 466000
45C TI=T 417000
C ESTAfL15f.	 TI.HTLP	 ODUNUS UN EIGLAVALUES 46V000
C 41P000
460 UO	 6JC K =1 .N 471000
4 F, 13 If	 (K-04ATCf1)
	 470.	 47C.	 520 472000
47 1' If l TAU- VALLIKI ► 	 30.	 53 0 ,	 4tio 41J000
4130 VA-L(K)=TAU 4740(l0
♦ v0 G)	 TO	 _Jf 475000
f3 IF( TAU- VOLU(KI )
	 525.	 530,	 530 476000
525 VA^U( K )=TAU 4770Or
S50 C'1 14TINUE 478000
540 If	 ( VALU( I )-VALL(I)-5.OU-16)
	
57O.57C.550 419000
55A 1 F (VALU(I)1	 56 1).	 580.	 560 4to000






575 IF(I - N) 	 54 r .	 547.	 590 4rJ000
1580 TAU=(VALL(I)#VALUIIII/2.Oun 484000
585 GU	 TU 26C 465000
C 4b6000
C JA.OBI	 t IGLNVLCTOPS BT POTATIUNAL TPIANGJLA..ILATIJN 4t70c0
C 488000
59r IF	 (M)	 543.	 139n.	 593 Ab9Co0
593 IEX IT = 2 44C0110
595 U3	 610	 1=1.N 441000
V'M DJ	 610	 J=1.N 442000
610 A(I.J)=C.^Dr 4102000
115 U7	 E50	 1=1.N 494000
620 IF	 l I- I )	 f2c.	 625.	 621 495000
621 IF	 ( VALLII - I)-VALU(I)-S. 9U-101	 730 . 730.622 4960(,0






630 DJ	 7Cf'	 J = 1.N SOlcoo
635 IF(J-11
	
680.	 680.	 640 502000
640 GO
	 10	 90C 50301.0







720 DJ	 725	 J-I.N 511000
725 IVD(J)=r.ODr 512000
730 SMALLU=ANUHM 513000
735 D]	 780 J=101 514000
74n IF ( IJINT ( IND(J)) - I)	 750 . 7130.780 515000




4 790 IND(NN)=Loon 520000
800 -^43US=1.PDO 511000
805 IF	 (NN-1)	 81 0 .	 850.	 810 `-22000
81n D]	 840 K=2.NN 523000
820 I1=NN+I-K 524000
830 A( I I.1. 1 )=C ( I I I *PR ,US 525000
840 -2 1JU5=-vFOUS•S(II `-26000
850 A(1.I)=PROUS 527Co0
C 528000
C FJIM MATRIX P7J000T OF	 RUTATION MATRIX	 rITM JACUbI VECTOR MATRIX 524000
C `- 30C 00
t:55 DJ	 88 15	 J-I.N `91coo
33
860 UO	 t65 K-I.N 53;000
865 U(KI-A(K.J) 5.l 3000
81n Ol	 e851	 1=1. : 4 !34000
815 AII.JI-C.000 t350001
Ben UJ	 ee52	 K = 1.N l3e000
A(I.J)=b( I.KI O U(K)OA41.A 5370[0
8852 CJVTINUE 538000
8b51 C3 14TINUL !39000
b85 C3VTINUL 540000
Jl	 8et	 I =1.N 541[00
rl =N t (l-11 542000
Dl	 b86	 J=l.N !43000
[J-NIFJ 544CCo
886 AA ( I J ) -A ( J . 1 1 545000
89r L34TINUE 546000
03	 8 101	 I=l.N 541000
891 VA-U( II	 -	 VALU(I FORMA 548000
RETURN 5490[0
C 5!0000
C CALCULATE	 SIN:	 ANU	 COSINE	 OF	 ANGCL	 OF	 RUTATIIIN 5!1000
c 5!2000
900 IF	 ( T2)	 91C.	 S40.	 910 153000
910 T=SORT	 (Tltt, 2+T2042) 554[00
920 CUS=T1/T '_S!000
9,5 SUN-T2/7 '55!000
930 "0	 TO	 (SC.6'_C).	 ILX1T 557000











	 STATL VECTOR THRU THL
	
UU64N 565000
C	 11GT IS	 INPUT	 IN	 l.BS	 AND WILL
	
HE	 OIVIUEU	 dY	 G 566000
C	 THRUST MUST b'-	 IN SAME
	 UNITS AS	 rGT 567000
IMPLICIT	 REALOB(A-H.O-Z) 568000
UIMLNSION	 XTR(3).VTR(3).XT(3).VT(3)•TV(J#.HTR(31.CTR(31 569000
j, CA-L CROSS( XTR•VTR.HTR) 570000
CALL CkUSS(HTR.VTR.CTR) !71000
C •IAG	 :	 FN3RM(CTR- ) 572000
VyA




10 ALPHA	 - ALVH t.C17453293JO 575000
( BETA	 -	 1.57C79632730 ♦ ALPHA 576000
COSAL
	 - UCUS(ALPHA) 577000
C3SUE
	 - DCOS(0°_TA) 574000
YAW	 -YA	 •.017453293UO 575000
STAN	 z USIN(YAW) 5d0000
CYA n 	 - UCOS(YAW) 581000
C CONVERT LBS TO	 (KG-KM / SECt021 542000




NC1=WC2	 4	 .004448221730 bb5000
THRUST	 - THRUS t .0044462217UO 5b6000
D3	 1	 I	 -	 1.3 5b7000
1 TV( 1)	 = THRUST*(COSALOZ:YAW*VTR(I)/VA4AG • 	 CGSBE4CYAW*CTR( 1)/CMAG 588000
1	 ♦ 	 SYAW$ HTR(11/HMAG) 589000
G = 9.806650-3 590000
W	 -	 r1/G 551000
Dr . DMI/G 592000
rC	 - rC1/(G4JT) 593000
TEMP	 = DLOG(I.DO+UC*DT/(w+Dd)) 594000
RAAG = FNORM(XTR) 595000
C34TINUE 596060
UO	 2	 I	 =	 1.3 597000
XT( 11
	
=	 XTR( I)- GMUOXTR(I)•(DT*s21/(2.00SRMAG*s3)+VTR(Il4DT*TV( 1)4 598000
1	 ( lW +Olv+rC 4 3T)/(NC442)tTEMP-JT /WC) 599000
VT(I)
	
- -GMLt XTR(I)•DT/(RMAG443).+VTR(I)*TV(I)/dC4TEMP 600000
2 C34TINUE 601000








IM PLICIT	 REAL*e(A-H.O-Z). 6C7000
34
35
JJJULL	 P atC1SION	 PAW( 1.3).
	 T5016.31 6CM000
UI4tN5IQN	 TF(31.	 TV13).	 Y(1).
	 1O1 60V000
T=	 THN L 5O. C 044 4"22 1 7,10 C10000 
A- 3 HA	 =	 AL P H	 /!7.29571951J0 611000
UL TA	 . uLT 11.000
iA- PHA.	 DSI N	 4 AL P-4A 1 61300(l
LA-PHA	 = JCUS( ALPHA) t14000
SUI TA	 -	 DSIN(UE TA) 615000




.2A4( 2. 1 1	 =	 - SA LPHA4CtlL TA 618000
^A7 ( 3. 1 1	 =	 Sdc TA 619000
^A711..2
	
=	 -TOSAL P,4A4LtiLTA 610000
^A7(2.2)
	
_	 - TOPAR(I .1/ 021000
J AW ( J. e l
	 =	 C.uO 6ifi000
.D AW11. 3) 	 _	 — TO- AL PHA•SJETA 61 3000









	 (TR.TV.II ti ?coo
LA,L	 CROSS	 11.	 Tv.	 v 62t008
Y.t	 - FNORM( V) 629000
IM	 . FNUN M (1) t30000
U3	 11.1.3 631000




T5011.31	 -	 1111	 /104 tJ4000
1 C)VTINUE t33000




	 VToXLT•XMT.XMDOTT.TT .GM5OD	 .T SP. P.PMI t4i000
C t43000
C 644000





C AT	 TIMt	 T	 JURIN(.	 PUNERLD FLIGHT.AND THE FUPWARU PROPAGATION 6446000
C MA TR I X	 PM, 147000
C t48000
1 14 a LICIT	 PLAL*8(A-H.K-1) C4%000
UIMENSION	 XT(31.VT(31.XLT(3).XTR(3).VTR(3).LTR(31.P(6.6).PM(6.31 4650000
DJ	 30	 I = 1 . 3 651000
XTi(II	 =	 XT( II 062000
VT4(tl
	 =	 VT( II 653000
70 LTi(I)	 =	 XLT(I1 CS4000
MT4-XMT t55000
0103TTA	 =	 XMDOTT CSC000	 -
Ti	 -	 TT 657000
GM3OUY	 - GMBOD 658000
T	 -	 TSP 659000
RSU	 -	 (	 XTP(1) 0 *2	 ♦ 	 XTR(21*02	 ♦ 	 XTR(31 0 *2	 1 660000
RCUUE	 = PSG 4 OSORT(RSO) 661000
OT = T - TR	 — C62000
A	 GMUODY / RC UBE 663000
U -	 A • DT 6454000
C -	 d 4 UT/290D00 665000
D -	 3.(IDCO • C	 / RSO 666000
E	 -	 UT	 / RCUtiE 667000
F	 :	 t	 • DT/ 2.OD00	 "- 665000
G =	 3.000O • U	 / RSU 669000
H n 	 MTR ♦ MDOTTR	 • DT 670000
K =	 ULUG( H/ MTR)/ MUUTTR 671000
D]	 1	 I	 =	 1.3 672000
DJ	 2	 J-	 1.3 t33000
. 1I.J)	 =	 D	 *	 XTP(I )	 •	 XTR(J)	 `—^ 574000
P(I.J ♦3) 	 -	 O.OD00 675000
P(I ♦.3. J)	 =	 G	 *	 XTR(I1	 •	 XTR(J) 676000
P( I •3.J ♦3) 	 =	 O. OD 00 677000
IF	 (	 1	 .NL.	 J	 1	 GO	 TO Z 078000
'li.Jl	 -	 P(I.J)	 <	 I.ODCO	 -	 C 679000
P(I.J ♦3) 	 = DT	 — 680000
P(I.3.J	 1	 =	 P(1 ♦30 J)	 -	 U 661000




	 DSURT(LTR(1)0*2+LTR(21*42 ♦LTR(31*02) 685000
<1	 = MDOTTR4K 646000





























xTc4 141+	 12.OJ^C • )T-l2.OJ300MTk/M00TTk.DT1*Kl1/(MUOTTR.MA(.*02) toncoo
Dl	 In	 1 +I.3 ctc9000
D3	 10	 J+1.3 bVCOCO
+M(
	 1.J1+ATt6- 141 0 LTHIl10LT t.IJ1 691000
It ( I+F 3.J1	 P 14(1 .J)
	
+	 PM(I •A#ATCRM 661000
1^	 LJYTINUt 6tiJo00
XTt aM l
	 •	 - 1. l/MAC,-MDUTTk0UT/I MA(..,.) 1/ l MbOTTA.MA(j) OV4000
UJ
	 2m	 1-4.e 695000
OJ	 <O	 J+1.1 696000
3144I.J)	 z	 XT:4MI*LT4(I-])*LTW(JI 691000
IF( 1-3.LU.J)





S UB RU UT INF
	
MTRPLY
	 4A.J.C.KW A.	 NL A.	 NC H•	 NA.Nb•NL1 703000
704000
1M O LIC17	 AFAL 0 BtA-H.0-Z) 70 000




	 1	 I-1.Nk.. 7C7000
D3	 1	 J +I.NCB 7C6000
C(I..J)	 -	 O.D A 709000
D3	 1	 K+1.NCA 710000













	 SULLTIUN OF	 TWO BUOY PkUbLLM WITH PARTIAL UERIVATIVtS 719000
F3RTRA4	 4 DO WLE P RECISION SUbRUUTINE FOR IB M 7094	 WITH	 IBSYS SYSTEM 720000
SEE




CALL 14G	 SLUULNCL	 IS AS FOLLOWS 712000
CA - L	 TWOBDY(SO.TAU. M U.PSI .S.P.PI.PMU.PCMU.ACC.A000.R.RO) 724000
7.15000
UOUBLE	 PREL151UN UUANtl TIES IN LALLIh (. SEQUENCE	 ARE	 AS	 FCLLUWS 726000




1.S(6).P(6.6).'I( 6.6). PMU(6).PO14U(5).ACC(3).A000(3).k.kO 729000
730000
INPUTS 7d1000
SC( 1 ). 50(2). SO( J) =XO.YO.ZO=POST TI ON COMPONENTS
	
AT	 REFERENCE TIME TO 732000







	 TO SOLUTION TIME T 7J4000
MU=CJVSTANT	 IN DIFFERENTIAL LUUATIONS
	
(XUU .YUU.ZDD)=-MU*(X.Y.11/(ktt*3) 7.15000
PSI =A P PRJXIMATION FOP FINAL SOLUTION PSI
	 OF	 KEPLER'S	 EQUATION 736000
737000
OUTPUTS 738000
PSI=GENERALIZED LCCENTRIC ANOMALY=SULUTIGN CF 	 KEPLEkS	 LJU ATION 739000
S( l).5( 2 ). S( 3) =X.Y. Z =POSI TI ON COMPONENTS	 AT
	 SOLUTION TIME T-TO*TAJ 740000
5(4).5(51.5(6)-XJ.YU.ZJ=VLL0LITY COMPONLNTS 	 AT	 SOLJTION TIME T-TO.TAU 741000
P(I.JI=PARTIAL DERIVATIVE




WITH	 RULES	 OF	 TO	 ANU T	 REVERSEU 743000
PMU(I)=MARTIAL	 DS(I)/DMU OF	 S(I)	 WITH	 RESPECT	 TO MJ 744000
POMU(l)=PARTIAL DSO(I)/DMU WITH ROLES OF	 TC	 ANU T	 REVERSED 145000
ACC( I1=-MUOS(I)/(Rt• W3)=ACCELERATION COMRONENT	 AT	 SOLJTION TIME T 746000
ACCO( I)=-MUASP(I)/(ROWW3I=ACCLLERATIOtr
	 C r1MPCVr_	 AT	 REFERENCE TIME TO 747000
R=RADIUS AT	 TIME	 T=SQUARE ROOT OF(X4.Zt• Y**,ct,Z.t2) 748006
RO=RADIUS AT	 TIME	 To=SQUARE RCOT OF(X0**2+Y0**2+Z9+*2) 749000
750000
ADDITIONAL DOUBLE PRECISIJN QLANTITIES FOR COMPUtASION 751000
2.SIGO.ALPHA.PSIN. P SIP.A.AP.CO.C1.C2.C3.C4,IL5X3.S.•S2.S3.CTAU•OTAUN 752000
3. UTAUP. U.FM 1 .G.F D .GDMI 753000
754000
START OF	 INITIAL COMPUTATIONS 755000





10 1 -R O	 A- 760000
RO-(R+S2/R).*.51)0 761000
IF(RO.LT.R)	 GO	 TO	 10 762000
RO=RO*SI 763000













SI GO- %Of ►► . s n l • ) . SOl2 ► s so(51.SOt_! ► *so (61
A- 11 HA -SC I4)ss2•SO(5)ss2•SO(b)•02
-•2•UOsMU /RO
C INITIA. Ilk StRlt5 MOD LUUVT M TU ZtwC
M.0
C IV IT IA_ Ilk t1CUNUS P SIN ANJ PSIP FUN PSI CF SET PS 1=C IF T AU•C
IF( TAU) 21".30.40





30 3 ',1 =0•DC
c.j TU IOC




C VSL A J -I RUXIMATION FUR P S! I r IT 15 OETWEEN BOUNDS PSIN ANU PSIP
5 n
 IF( PSI e(, T . 61 5IN•ANU•PSI 9 LT.P^iIPI GU TU 100
C TAT 4Et7TON''! MF.TH07 FIR INITIAL PSI SET LUUAL TO ZERO
-I SI =TAU/PC
C SL 	 -3 51=TAU IF NL STUN 'S ML THOU FAILS
I F ( P SI.Lt•PSIN•Uk.PSI•vE• PSI F) PSI=TAJ




























C BEGIVVING OF LOOP FOP	 SOLVING KEPLER'S EUUATIUN 790000
C	 ULGIVVIN(. OF	 SLRILS	 SUMMATION 7y100f!•
C	 COMPUTE ARGUMENT A
	 IN REDUCED SERIES UUTAINEU BY FACTURING OUT PSI'S 792000
1()
	
A•AL P HA S P 51*P S1 793000
IF(DAUS(AI.LE•I•DO)
	 GO	 TO	 120 754000




IfI DAB S(AI.(,T.I•UCI	 GO	 Ti	 110 799000
SUM	 S_VIES C5X3=3sS5/PSI0s5 AND
	
C4.S41PSIs01 800000
120	 05X3 = (I•DC # (19j0•ll.Un•(1.JO•119DO+119UO•(1.U0•A/342•UO)sAl272.u01 801000
I$A/21C•D7)sA/156•DO)
	 sA/110.DO)*A/72•0Q1tA/42•00)/40.00 802000
C4	 = (l•LC • ll•J n• (t•UM(I9UOF(1•UO•(I.UO•(1•UC+A/30b.UO)sA/240.U0) 803000
I s A/le2•DC) s A/132.D0)	 sA/90.DO)sA/56.UOIsA/30•UO)/24•DO 804000
C	 C:)MPUTt
	
SLUILS CJ=.3/P51si3.C2= g2 /P ;I s s2•C1 = 51/ R51•CC=50 b05000








	 GO	 TO	 14 r)	
- 810000
C UFAJU SEkILS CC AND Cl
	 IF	 NECLSSARY	 NITM DUUbLE AN4LE FURMJLAS 811000
130	 CI.CIsCO 612000
CO n 2•UCsCnsCn-l•u1 b13000
M =M - 1 814000
I F(M.GT.C)
	
GO	 TO	 130 815000
C	 DETERMINE
	 ':2.C3.C4•C5X3 FROM C0.C1•AP	 IF	 UEMOU REUJIPED 816000
C2=(Cn-t-u0) /Aa 1317000
C 3=((_ i - i •1, `) /AP 818048
C 4 -(C 2- ..,U n) /AP 819000
C5X3-( 3•UC$C3-•5D0) /AP 820000
C CJV J UTE	 SERIES
	 51 .52. S3 F ROM Cl •C2 •C3 621000
140	 S1=CI s PSI 822000
52-C2sPSI s PSi 823000
53 .0 3 s P S I sP S I sP SI 814000
C	 EVD	 IF	 SERIES	 SI.MMA TI UN 025000
C COM P UTE RESIDUAL DTAU AND SLOPE R FOR KEPLEP'A EQUATION 826000
G=2 Os S l a S I G ns S2 827000
DTAU=I G•MUS 53)-TAU 628000
R-OAUS( RO*LC•( SIG')* Sl•MUSS2) ) 829000
IF(DTAU)	 2CC.30C•210 630000
C RESET BOUND 831000
200	 P SIN =P S I	 -	 -	 -- 8.12000
	 ^-
DTAUN=U TAU 833000
G3 TO 220 834000 — -
21C	 PSIP -PSI 83000
DTAUP -DTAU
	 --- 836000
C TRY	 4tWTON 4 5 METHOD AND	 INITIALIZE	 SELECTOR N e3700o
220 PSI=PSI-OTAU/R	 '--	 ----- 838000
v=0 839000
C ACCE 2 T PSI
	 IF	 IT IS ©ETwEEN BOUNDS PSIN AND PSIP e40000
230	 IF( PSI.GT.PSIN•ANU.PSI• LT.PSIP). GO TO 100 841000


















































































G3 TO ( 1.2.?.4.3nC1 .).
C TRY I'd(,Rl Mt NTING JUUN.) rl T1 JTAU NLAMLST tEMU vT TRt MAT IO 4OLTAU/TAU
I IFtUAOS(DTAVNI.LT.JAHS(JTAUPII PSI•PSIN411900 - I4.J0.')TAJN)/TAU)
IFIUAJS(UTAt,)'I.LT.UAn4(UTAU).11 PSI -PSIV.II.UO-(4.UO*UTAVV ► /TAU)
GJ TO 130
C TRY UIUBL ING 13OLNU CLOSEST TJ ILML
2 IFI TAU.(.I.O.Jn) PSI n PSI N.PSIN
IF( TAU.L T.O.UO ) PSI •V SI V♦ PSI V
GO TO 1 30
C TNT 14TtNPOLAIIUN Jt TrEEN t1UUNU5
3 PSI*PSIN.(PSIP-PSIN14(-DTAUN/(UTAUP-UTAUNI ►
GJ TO 1_'O
C TRY HAVING IIET\EEN NLUNU'i
4 PSI-PSIN.IV5IP-PSINI4.SU0
GJ TO 2.10	 -
C LNU OF LOUP FOR SOLVING KEPU 14 'S EQUATION
COMPUTE WLMA1NING THRLE O% FOUR FUNCTIONS FMI .G.FU.GUMI
300 F 141=- MU0S2/RO	 -
FJ=-MUs'_ 1/1+0/R
GUN 1 n -M Ur S21R





ACC( ! 1+-MU*S111 /R/P/R
310 ACC 0( II , - MVOSO(I I /RO/ROIRO
END 31F COMPUTATION FOR COORDINATES AND ACCELERATIONS
COMPUTATION OF PARTIAL DERIvATTVES 	 ---'----
COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS FOR STATE PARTIALS




P( 2.2)= FM1452 --
P11.3)= P(192)
P( 1.4)=-GUM l4 S2
7(2.3)= P(2.2)
?( 2.4)= Gs S2
(3.l)=-FU•(CO/RO/R.I.00/R/R.I.UO/RO/RO)




P( 3.41=- GUM I*St/R
P(4.Jl=-P(I.21
P(4.4)=-P(1.4)




Pt 2. el= S2/R
.1 ( J.6)=-U/R+S3
00 400 I=1.3
C COMPUTE MU PARTIALS
PMV(I)=-StI)*P(2.5)+S(I+3)*P(3.51
	 -
P 14U(1+3)= S(l) •P( 1.5)#S(1+3)*P(295)+ACCII)4P(395)
Poluti)=-SOtT)4P(2.elOSO(TF3)MP(3.6)
	 -- `- '-
P0 14U(1*3)= SP( Il*P(1.6).SO(I+3).*P(2.6)+A000(I)*P13961
C .IATMI1( ACCUMULATIONS FOR STATE PARTIALS
DO 400 J=1.4
PI(J.II= P(J.Il*SO(I)+P(J.2)•SO(1#31
400 PI(J.Il3)= P( J. 31 4 SO( II#P(JA) *SO 41#31
03 410 I=1.3	 -	 --- - --	 ----
D3 420 J=1.3
P( 19j)	 =S([ )sPI (I .J)	 +S(1+31 SPI (2. J)	 ♦U*S( 1+3)*A000(J 1
3 (I.J+3)	 =5(I)•PI(1..H3)+S(1*31.*P!(2.J#3)-U$5(1+310501)+31
P( 143.J) =5(I)sat(3.J)	 •5(1+3)*PI(4.J)	 tU•ACC(I)OACCO(J)
420 P(143.JS3)-S(T)•PI(3.J+3) ♦ S(I#31*P1(4.J+3)-U* ACC (I) *SO (1#31
2 (1.T1	 UP(I.11	 +Fl(It10Dt1





C TRA4S0 3SITIONS FOR INVERSE STATE PARTIALS	 -
OO 430 I=1.3
03 430 J=1 .3 - - 
38
at'lIJ• f.i• fl	 '11.11
^IIJ^].11	 +-P11. f,Jl
'11!.1•'1	 =-f'11^• f1
C IVU Jf LOMPLTATION I VN PA , TIAL UL NI VA TI vi i
C
C LNU Of VW'1l.FAM - ALL U01Vt,1^o t.AVt dLLN LLMVUTLU
Rf TURN
L9U
SU3 H0UT It.f CONVLT (P.4,V.K.VU)
C
C








P T4ANSi ORVfU F WGM E WATr)W t,C 71) LOCAL TANI,LNT
c
	 U 1  Ttst T^-ANb#ONMATION
I	 LIL1T 6.1AL•MIA-04.0-11
UJUdLt 06-LL I SJUN .'(	 • u(6 •t). OUM. V^(6.61
UI M t NSION RI ll. V(J)	 kxv(3). R>tVXNI J)
IF (K •LG • 11 WLYUkN
CA-L CROSS (Q.V.NXVI
LA-L CNGSS (WXV• W. 61AVXRI




3(1.1) • r XVXN(1) /WXVANN
J(1.2) • WXV1I1 /WXvK
0( 1 . 3 ) - r, ( I ) /RN
UJ	 J s1.3
Of I.3 .Jt31 . O(I.JI
J( I • J. J 1 - No C,
31 I . Jt• ]) - no L)
2	 C34TINUJ
1	 CJ9TINUE
IF (K of U• 2) GO TJ 3
D7 • 1-1.6
D] 5 J.1 .1
DUM = JII.J1
Jl l•JI : UIJ.I ►
S	 JI J. 1 1	 ULM
A	 CIN TINGL








UI M ENSIUN A(6.6).3(N4.NC) .C16.Fj 	 U(61.0A6.6)
C	 M.0 it VL5 G=AU

































































































SU3RO UTINL TAU1(A.5.NOVAR,000 *FRLG. PCT .STATS. NU. NV)	 997000
39
c ,6,40000
REAL • P	 1 1 4 1 V9%0000
u1MINSIuN	 AIII.StII .UUUIII0REJIII. PtI(II.STATitI1 1000000
DluN510%	 •HO(31 ICO1000
Jj	 S	 1	 -	 1.: IOC.000
S 017111
	 =	 UPU111 100!000
V ol IN	 I.(r	 )•1 IOC4000
VMAA	 n 	 — I. P f 75 ICO5000
1 
	 - NUO(NUVAR - II IOOt000
J)
	 30	 J	 -	 I.NO ICO ► 000
IJ	 -	 IJt1 1000000
II	 I St J 11	 1c. 10.10 1100,6000
I 0 II	 (A( IJ)-VMINI
	 1	 ..'0.10 1010000
I`. VMI'	 =	 AIIJ) 1011000
10 It	 IAIIJI- VMAA)
	
lc.f0.2S 1011000
15 VMAA	 a	 AIIJI IC13000
JO LJVTINUI 1014000
STA TS( 41
	 =	 VMIN 1015000
STATS151
	 =	 MMAX 1016000
Ii	 (UHUIII-010111)	 4c.35.40 IC17000
35 Udi(II
	 =	 VIA N Icl"oo0
Uh J 1 3)
	
VMA X 1019000
4A Ivv	 -	 ubC(21 10 40000
UJ	 45	 1	 -	 I.INN 1021000
FatQlll
	




uJ	 50	 l	 =	 I.J 1024000
1( 1 )	 -	 C.DO 10: 5000
50 STA T S( I 1	 -	 0.0 1 0'16000
SINT	 -	 ADSIIU1U1II-UH(j 1111 /4UbU(2)-2.0)1 1027000
SCUT	 -	 0.0 IC2Y000
IJ	 = NO* (NOVAR -1 1029000
U3	 75 J	 =	 I.NJ IOJ0000
IJ	 =	 1Jt1 1031000
If	 ( SI 7 1 )	 S! . 75.55 1 0!2000
55 SCNT	 -	 SCNT*I.O 1033000
STATSI I )	 '-TATSl11tA(1 J) I0J4000
ST	 ATS(!)	 ST.0 S(3)+A(IJ)*A(IJ) 1035000
[141	 -	 A ( I J ) 1OJ6000
Z(l)
	 =	 t(lltz(4) (CJ7000
1131	 = 1030000
TE4 3 	-	 UUO(I)-SINT 10J9000
INTX	 -	 INN -I 1040000
DJ	 60	 1	 =	 I.INTX 1041000





IF	 (A(IJ)-TLMP)	 75.65.6' 1045000
65 FREJ(INN)
	 •	 FRLUIINN$#190 1046000
GO	 TO	 7! 1047000





STATS( 3 1 	=	 2(3) 1031000
03	 80	 I	 -	 I.INN 1052000
80 PCT(l)
	 =	 ERLU(l1*100.0/SCNT 1053000
IF	 45CNT-19C)	 8!.215.,60 ICS4000
85 STATS(i)	 =	 C.0 1055000
STATS(3)	 =	 C.0 10`6000
G3	 TO	 S! 1057( CO
90 STATS42)	 +	 STATS111/5CNT IC58-	 :.
STATS(3)	 :	 SOR T ( A f1 SI(STATS(3)-STATS (I)OSTATSil) /SCNT)/(SCNT- 1 9 0))) IC5*310'
95 DJ	 100	 I	 =	 1.3 1061'0410



















a4t AL ► UN( TIl1N A... T450  (N.A.V)
I 14 P L I( IT OfALOM(A-H.n - 11
'	 CJ14NUTt. S 4-UUAJkAN7 AWL TA hvL NT IN T/ A I N AA01 AN!,
N- 145n AN4LI L It S 1 N PANGt (C.1601 01_,
N- 1 t4 0 	 A r4',L t L It S I N NA Nvl 4-1 0.11 10 1 UL4
T ^ I •t'.1 ► 31 tt 1f r  11iF07P
X 	 •L)A.1! ( A I
IA -OAH S( y 





I D -.J SORT 11000"01911
TA-TA0O.A
It 1 TA 14.4.7
• AiA TNS n T6'1/2.000
6J TO 6
S A4A TN5,-1.0U4 *UA TANI r/ rA 1
6 IF(  V- 1 6C 1 7. 1. 7
































TEAL FUNCTION F NORM• Hl Xl 1099000
C 1100000
IM PLICIT	 PEAL'68(A-H.0-1) 1101000
UIOLNSION	 At 31 1102000
1	 /VJPM	 -()SOPT(A( 1103000
1 4t T W N 1 104000
EYD 1105000
C I IcE010
SUOROUTIvt	 CR DSS(A.H.C) 1107000
C 1106000
IMPLICIT	 AEALOM(A-4.0 11 1100000
UIVLNSION	 A131.H(}I.C131 1110000
C	 UIMLNSION	 A131.8(31.C(31 1111000








IM PLICIT	 R EAL*6(A-H.0-2) 1120000
UIMLN51ON OL(6) 1121000
DIMENSION	 A(3).DX( A ).U131 1122000
C THL F3LL.JOING	 STATLMENT(S)
	
HAVE BEEN MANUFACTURED by THL TRANSLATOR TO 112J000
C	 C3MIENSATE FOP THE FACT THAT EQUIVALENCE DOES NUT REORDER COMMON--- 11'14000
C	 U144LNSICN	 X(3).UX(II.u(31 11269,40
CA-L	 CROSS( X.UX.81 11164';0
.12	 =	 ULI T (X.A) 1127000
a	 - DSUR TIP 2) 1128000
V2	 - DUT(UX.UX) 1139000
62	 -	 OOTtB.HI 1170000
bB	 - OSURT(H21 11:1000
A-DOT(X.UX)/U 1132000
P	 - H2/L, t13J000
C3	 =	 V1-20000*U/R 1IJ4000
5 1401 --U/C3 1 135000
ECC -D SUPT( 1 •7Dn1C 3*P/U) 1136000
01VC=	 ARK TNS(140.H(3).DSURT(U111•40 21H(210*2)1 1137000
DOG. APKTNS(}60.-B(21.8(I))
	 —	 -	 - 1138000
RLA-P/( 1.6D01ECC 1 1139000
TNT-APKTNS(360.(P-R).tfH*A) 1140000
9LT-	 ARKTNS(J6n .X(21 0 9(t)-X(1)$B(2).X(})*9B1 1141000
BE LP - BE T- THT 1 142000






J 14C oU IN( OR rU	 1 161000




i V oOSOR TIC 312•')000'J/WCA )	 1150000
VIdP oPf.RV-JSVVTIU/R(A)	 l It 1040
CIA 5-03 /W- 1.000)/ECC
	 115i0'e
IF(LTAS.LTo I * J0oUW * (C TAS- 1.00). 47o l oU-61 	 ^U	 TU	 200	 1153000
STA'5-0.DC	 1154000
G)	 TO	 2C1	 1155000




THE -ARK IN St 1 tIO.L TA S . S TA $I
	 1 159000




TPEQ • TPER/e645C.000	 1162000
IF 1 SMA ) if . 10	  1 
	 1 163000
10 CJNIINUE	 1164000
G3	 TO	 12	 1165000
11	 F I -A• U/. SUR T f 1j• SMA 1	 L166000
F2 o 1.OUC-R/SMA	 1167000
SINE-FI/ECC	 1164000
C 3 SL of 21E CC	 1169000
E n ARKTNS( 3EO.C3SE .SINE1	 1110000










n 	 OINC	 II79000
3E(41
	 - OMG	 1116000
JE(51
	 o BLP	 Ill1000

















THE oTANU..5DOOTA2)	 -	 1190000







13	 T-TACO( L(_A-EC$DSIN(LCA) ) 	 1199000
GO TO






GO	 TO	 16	 1199000
11	 FAC=DSURT(SLRA•3/1)*2.ODO/((IoODO+CCl*02)	 1200000
ECI-ECA*TNE**2	 1101000
T-TAC't( THE#THE**3*((I.ODO-Z•ODORECAI/3oODO-(2oDDO-3o0000ECA)4E ;1/5 1202000












DA V A EYE / • I • /	 1211000














DP	 n •C5	 1219000
IF	 (PMAX•GT92.5)	 7P	 i .1	 1=20000
If	 (PMAXoGTo5o0)
	
OP	 o 02	 1221000
IF (PMAXoGTol0e) DP	 - 95
	
1222000
It' I PIRA X9OTo2%Ir VP a 1•	 -- --	 1223000
IF	 (PMAXoGTo509)
	
DP	 o 20	 12i4o00
42
D3	 20	 1	 e	 1.50 1225000
ALllll	 •	 HLANK 1220000
20 C 344 T INUt 1227000
A-4	 UP• 5C. 1128000
SUM	 n P(11	 -- 1229000
U1	 Sol	 -1. 150 1220000
07	 30	 J	 n 	 I.NP 1231000
IF	 lPI J IeJP/tee :E eALNI	 ALI ( J)	 EYL 1232006
30 C34TINVE 12J3000
1?1	 a	 111 1234000
SUM	 n 	 SLM ►P(I ► 1) 1225000
If	 (	 GO	 TU 40 12Jt000
WRITE	 11.650 %	ALN.ALI•IPI.X(1).X11 ► II.VIi ► II.SJM 0277000
W TC ♦ e 1270000
40 IF	 (IeGloNP-11	 GO	 TO	 45 1239000
willt	 Ce.66C)	 ALN. ► Ll•IPI.Xl11.F(1#1)•SUM l 440000






*^ ALV	 n ALN-DP 1247000
50 C34TINliE 1244000
WRITE	 16.67 411	 (I.l=S.NP.S) 124!000
WRITE	 (6.680) 1246000
RETURN 1247060
600 F34MAT	 l 1111.4x.20A41 1246000
620 F34MAT	 (/5X.'	 PCT.	 '•50X.SX.9X.' INTERVALS' .12a.'PCTe	 FREOe'.SX. 1249000
2	 'SUM'/5X.'	 :REU.'.50X.5X.'	 1	 MINUS	 IAFe	 .IPEIle4•OP21-12e71 1250000
610 F3aMAT	 (5X.2AA.2X.'NOMINAL= 1 .1PE12•4.2X.' MEAN-' .IPE12.A.2Jt. 11!1000
2	 'SIGMA a '.IPE12eA.2A.'SAMFLE a '•161 125200C
650 F3RMAT	 (eX.F5e"•1X.S0AI.SX.13.1X.1P2E12e4.OP2F12e7) 12!3000
660 F3-4MAT	 ('5X.F5.1.IX.SOAI.5X.IJ.IPEIIe4.' 	 PLUS	 INFe	 '.OP2F12e7) 1254000
670 F3RMAT	 (5X.6X.20I5) 12:!000
















































I4 11 LICIT REAL*8(A-00.0-2)
RAS a ASOI IoL)0 ► E5)
RPS a ASO(I.DO-ES)
VAS a DSORT( XMU*l2eDO/RAS - I.UO /A.51)
VPS a DSORT(XMU*l2eDG/RPS -1.(10/AS))
ANA a (RA ►RP 5)12.UO
ANP a (RP+PA5)/2.00
VA	 a USOR1(XMU*(2.DO/RA-1.00/A I1
V:p 2 USORTI XM" (2.00/RP-I.DO/A 1)
VAV 1 a DS,OPT(XMU* (2eDO/RA-S.DO/ANA) 1
V 3 14
 1 a DSOR1( XML• l2eDO/RP-1.D0/AMP1)
VX42 a USURT( Y O U* (2.DO/RPS-1.DO/ANA) 1
V 2 V2 a OSORT(XMW*(2eUO/RAS-I.UO/ANP))
OVA 1 a UAB S( VAN I- VA )
DVA2 a DAB S(VAN2-VPS)
UV 3 1 a DABS( VPNI- VPI
DV 2 2	 DABS( VPN2-VA5)
IF (AISeGE.O.DG) GO TO 100
OVS a UMINI(OVAI ► DV42.DVP1 ► UVP2)
RETURN
IOC CAPF a DCOS(APF )
R1 a RPORA/A /(leUO+(RA/A -I.DO)*CAPF)





R7 - RPS*RAE/AS/(1.00 ► (RAS/AS-:.00)*CAPF)
R8 a RPS*RAS /AS/IIe DO- (PA S/AS-Ie DO) KAPF)
VI a DSOkT (XMVM(2.00/R1-1.001/A )1
V2	 DSORT IXMU*(2,0O/R2-1.00oA 11
V3 a DSOPT (XMU*(2eDO/R3-IeDG/ANA))
V ♦ a DSORT (XMUt(2eDO/RA-IeDO/ANA))
V5 = USOPT ( XMU44(2eDO/R5-1. U0/ANP) )
V6 a DSORT (XMUI(2eD0/R6-lef1O/ANF))
V7	 OSORT IXMUO(2.00/R7-IeO0/AS))
V8 a DSURT (XMU*(2eD!1/R8-1.DO/ASI)
DI a UAdS(AI - AI S)
DVS	 DMIN1 (DI+VIeDVAIeDVAZ. D T AV2 ► OVAI+DVA2. OIAVI#DVPI+L)VW.
2	 31*V2+,UVFI+DVP2. DI*V3+DVA1 ► OVA2. DIOV4+DVAI+UVA2.
3	 DI•VS ►DVPI ► DVP2. D1*V6 ►OVPI+DVP2. 01*V?*CVAI*DVA2•
A	 DIOVB+UVAIeDVA2. DI*V7*UVPI+OVP2, 01*Vci+DVPI*DVP2)
RETURN
END
43
